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Abstract

This study investigates the efficacy of a health promotion educational program on improving cardiovascular risk factors of weight, Body Mass Index, and waist to hip ratio in 76 predominately African American HIV-infected women. The health promotion educational program was the control group (that focused on improving self-efficacy for nutrition, exercise, stress reduction and women’s health behaviors) of a NIH-funded study. The majority of participants were overweight, obese, or at high risk based on waist hip ratio at the beginning of the study. There were no statistically significant improvements in body mass index or waist hip ratio from pre intervention to up to 9 months post intervention. There were significant changes in waist hip ratio and body mass index in both directions (improvement and worsened) for a small group of participants. The health promotion program did not affect significant changes in cardiovascular risk and should be revised, lengthened, and refocused on nutrition, diet, exercise, and long term goal commitments to reduce the high risk for cardiovascular disease in this group.
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Introduction

Antiretroviral Therapy (ART) has significantly lengthened the lives of HIV-infected persons; however, with increased life spans, HIV Associated Non-AIDS Conditions (HANA) such as Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) are emerging as significant causes of morbidity. Reports suggest that the increasing rates of CVD in HIV infected persons may have a relationship to traditional risk factors such as longer life-spans, increased smoking rates, a weakened glucose tolerance and resistance to insulin and dyslipidemia. Other factors such as body composition changes (loss of subcutaneous fat and/or the addition of visceral fat in some HIV positive patients), inflammation, and the direct effects that the virus has on the vasculature in addition to the specific effects of the antiretroviral drugs can also be linked to CVD [1]. Metabolic complications, such as an increased Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WHR) and altered fat distribution are common in HIV infected adults who are receiving ART [1]. Weight gain, a risk factor for CVD, is one of the most troubling ART side effects for women [2].

African American (AA) women account for 11% of the US population, however they make up 64% of new HIV infection in women in 2010 indicating a significant disparity [3]. AA women are also disproportionately represented in cases of CVD [4] and as they age are also at risk for morbidity and mortality due to CVD.

This research study examined the efficacy of a Health Promotion Program (HPP) educational intervention on weight reduction and anthropomorphic measures in HIV-infected women on ART. The HPP program consisted of eight group sessions that focused on increasing self-efficacy for nutrition, exercise, stress management, and women’s health. This program was specially tailored for HIV-infected women on ART. Specifically we examined the effects of the intervention on weight, hip and waist circumferences, and waist to hip ratios in a subset of the women who took part in this program. The HPP was the control condition of a large randomized trial to examine the efficacy of a motivational group intervention program to promote ART adherence and use of risk reduction behaviors in HIV-infected women [5].

Background

There is substantial evidence that ART is saving lives, however there are risks that cannot be ignored: one such risk is that which results from ART and HIV-infection alone and in combination on an increase prevalence for CVD. The role of obesity in predisposing individuals to CVD risk is well established. Waist circumference, abdominal girth, WHR and BMI are all useful indicators of obesity.

Obesity as a CVD risk factor

Abdominal obesity as well as overall obesity has been linked with CVD risk in both women and men [6]. Having a high waist circumference as an HIV infected person can also have an association with having an increased risk for hypertension, type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemia, and CVD in persons with a BMI that falls within a range between 25 and 34.9 kg/m². In those patients that may fall into the obese category, metabolic complications or changes in waist circumference are useful predictors of changes in risk factors for CVD. In some cases, waist circumference is a better warning sign of relative disease risk than BMI. Waist circumference may be a better indicator for calculating risk for obesity-related disease in older adults [7].
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The Body Mass Index (BMI) is defined as a measure of weight in relation to height. BMI is broadly utilized in classifications for overweight and obesity. CVD risk continually increases as the BMI increases. A BMI of over 25 is considered overweight, while someone who is classified as obese will have a BMI of over 30. Having a BMI as low as 21, may serve as the greatest protection from CVD death in women [8]. The prevalence of BMI ≥ 30 kg/m² is disproportionately higher in many racial and ethnic populations, especially in African American women, Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, several American Indian and Native Hawaiians, Pacific Islanders and Alaska Native populations [9].

Research conducted by Hu examined physical activity associations and different indicators of obesity (BMI, WHR, and waist circumference) with the risk of CVD and found that BMI was a better predictor of CVD risk in women [10]. In a Swedish prospective study, evidence suggested that there was a positive association between WHR and incidences of myocardial infarction, stroke and death from all causes in both men and women, after adjusting for BMI [11]. Gregg et al. conducted a study examining secular trends in cardiovascular disease risk factors and compared that to body mass index in US adults. They examined five cross-sectional, nationally representative surveys to determine 40-year trends in CVD risk factors by BMI groups among adults’ ages 20 to 74 years in the US. The total number of participants in the five surveys equaled 48,853 people. The results of this study showed that although prevalence for risk factors in CVD declined over the 40 year span, people categorized as obese still have higher risk factor levels as compared to a person categorized as lean [12]. In a sample of HIV-infected persons (including 40% women) increased waist circumference was a significant predictor of CVD risk [13]. In that sample, the mean waist measure for women was 99.3 cm (SD =13.2) indicating abdominal obesity and their mean BMI was 29.0 (SD= 5.9), indicating overweight. When compared to men who were living with HIV from 1 to 20 years, a significantly greater proportion of HIV infected women had abdominal obesity.

ART as a risk factor

Researchers compared 21 HIV-infected women who communicated that they had serious concerns about changes in body habitus or their physical make-up during their course of ART treatment with 21 women who received ART but did not complain of physical body make-up changes. Both groups received physical examinations and anthropometric measurements; serum lipid and endocrine assays were taken as part of the evaluation. The frequency of changes reported by the 21 symptomatic women were: increase in abdominal size (90%), increase in breast size (71%), weight gain of > 5 kg (43%), peripheral fat wasting (43%) and buttock fat wasting (38%). The comparison group patients reported experiencing an increase in abdominal size (29%) and weight gain > 5 kg (19%), but, out of the group no one reported experiencing clinically detectable peripheral or buttock fat wasting, or increased breast size. Mean waist circumference, WHR, body fat, and BMI were above the desirable range for women in both groups. This study's findings suggest that women receiving ART medication encounter changes in body habitus which is caused by redistribution of fat. The observed changes in body fat distribution are alterations that have been strongly correlated with increased risk for CVD [14].

Additionally, the DAD (Data Collection on Adverse Events of Anti-HIV Drugs) study, a multinational, tri-continental collaboration between ongoing HIV cohort studies was initiated in December 1999. DAD’s focus was to try to detect any incidence of stroke and myocardial infarction while attempting to determine whether or not the exposure time to any components within the antiretroviral medication regimen could be exclusively found to be associated with cardiovascular risk. Analysis objectives were to determine the extent of patients that had an elevated risk profile for CVD at the time of inclusion into the DAD study. Additionally, DAD researchers aimed to pinpoint any factors associated with these increased risk profiles, more specifically, factors in regards to the type and duration of ART therapy. Authors concluded that although the use of these drugs does aid in effective suppression of the HIV virus and builds stronger immunity, the downside is that they are also associated with a high prevalence of multiple risk factors for CVD. Those risks are increased even further for patients that are receiving ART drug therapy from the three classes of drugs being used simultaneously as standard care at the time of the study [15].

Interventions to reduce CVD risk in women

The North Carolina WISEWOMAN project was initiated as an intervention for low-income women in the state of North Carolina to evaluate the ease of expanding a current health screening program to include CVD screening and interventions. This project was a nonrandomized group assigned intervention trial that contained two treatment groups: Minimum Intervention (MI) and Enhanced Intervention (EI). WISEWOMAN looked to expound upon a program that already existed to include a new aspect; which was the addition of a CVD screening program that contained a diet and exercise intervention in order to reduce CVD risk in the women that participated. Seventeen North Carolina county health departments were designated as MI centers and 14 were EI centers. The EI centers included three specifically designed counseling sessions over a course of 6 months using assessments and programs tailored to women with low incomes. At the conclusion of the study the total Dietary Risk Assessment (DRA) score improved (decreased) by 2.1 units in the EI group and remained unchanged in the MI group. The improvement in dietary risk score among the EI groups was statistically significant (p<0.001). CVD risk factor levels improved slightly over time in both EI and MI groups. The percentage of women that reported physical activity increased for both EI (5.9%) and MI (9.3%), however was not statistically significant [16].

The WISEWOMAN Project was also conducted in Massachusetts. The results of this study showed a 7% reduction in hypertension among EI site women (p=0.02). The occurrence of a reduction is an important factor because hypertension is a risk factor for CVD. Eighteen percent more women in the EI site group were more physically active than the 6% in the MI site group [17].

To improve physical activity for women in small rural communities (populations of less than 25,000), the Physical Activity Intervention for Women was initiated. To avoid cross-intervention contamination that could threaten study validity, community randomization was done rather than by participant. This randomized community based clinical trial was conducted on 42 women ages 35-65 years old. The majority of the sample was Caucasian (95%), married (60%), employed outside the home (60%), and had earned a bachelor's degree or higher in education (75%). The experimental group received a Heart and Soul Physical Activity Program (HSPAP) intervention consisting of a HSPAP interactive booklet, 12 weekly group meetings, physical activity materials and self-esteem support. The comparison group received the AHA booklet, “Exercise and Your Heart” [18] and 1 hour verbal instructions that was a summation of the booklet, physical activity instructions and instructional video. In addition the comparison group also received one follow-up phone call after the initial instructional video. Results of this study showed that between baseline and 12 weeks, the comparison group women increased their physical activity by 67 minutes a week on average. The women in the intervention group
increased their time by 141 minutes a week on average. By 12 weeks both groups had exceeded 150 minutes a week, which is the minimum amount recommended by Healthy People 2010 [18]. We could find no CVD risk reduction interventions specifically targeted for HIV-infected women.

Research Question

Will there be a significant decrease in the anthropometric measurements (BMI, weight, waist, hip circumference, and WHR) of HIV-infected women on ART after attending the 8 session HPP from pre-HPP to post intervention follow-up points?

Methods

Design

This project is a secondary analysis of data collected from the KHARMA (Keeping Healthy and Active with Risk Reduction and Medication Adherence) Project, a Randomized Controlled Clinical Trial (RCT) that tested the efficacy of a nurse-led motivational group intervention to promote adherence to ART and risk reduction behaviors in HIV-infected women compared to an attention equivalent HPP control group led by nurses and a health educator [5,19]. We wanted to find out if the control HPP group had any effect in reducing CVD risk factors of weight, BMI, and WHR.

The study was approved by the Emory University IRB and the Research Committee at the primary site. Data collection occurred between 2005 and 2008. All participants completed a baseline assessment where they were randomized to either the intervention or control (HPP) condition. Groups started about two weeks after baseline. Follow-up assessments for all participants were completed immediately (2 weeks) and 3, 6, and 9 months after the final group session in each condition. Weight, waist and hip measures were taken from only the HPP participants at group session 1 (pre-intervention) and session 8 and again at 2 weeks and 9 months post intervention. For this project height data was extracted from participant medical records at the primary research site after completion of the RCT.

The HPP intervention

The HPP was the attention equivalent control condition of The KHARMA Project. It consisted of eight weekly sessions lasting from 1.5 to 2 hours in length with six to eight women per group. The sessions were led by a nurse and a health educator and focused on nutrition, exercise, stress reduction and women’s health topics. All content was tailored to the needs of HIV-infected women on ART and each participant received a workbook that contained all the program content, including supplementary materials. There was an introductory session that provided an overview of the program and introduction of individual group members and group termination occurred in the last session. Educational strategies for the program included lecture-discussion and educational games and other learning activities. The HPP topics are listed in Table 1. The first five of the eight sessions focused on cardiovascular risk reduction: an introductory overview (first session), nutrition (two sessions), physical activity and exercise (two sessions). The nutrition session’s content included healthy food choices (for energy and immune function), portion size and food safety, information about cholesterol and fat and reading food labels. Physical activity and exercise sessions discussed information on physical changes associated with HIV and ART, weight change, and maintaining weight. Content stressed the importance of being physically active and reviewed how to increase physical activity into one’s daily routine.

| Introduction & Overview of the effects of nutrition, exercise and stress on the body and immune system |
| Nutrition Part I: Eating for Energy |
| Nutrition Part II: Cholesterol, Fat, & Label Reading |
| Exercise & Fitness Part I: The Awareness of Physical changes and how to deal with them |
| Exercise & Fitness Part II: The Importance of a Physically Active Lifestyle |
| Weight Changes: Recognizing the ups and downs of body weight |
| Stress & Depression: Signs, Symptoms, & Some Solutions |
| General Wellness: Lung cancer and smoking cessation and Lymphoma |
| Women’s Health: The Importance of Breast Self-exam and Understanding Menstruation & Menopause |
| Women’s Health: Recognizing & Understanding Gynecological Problems |

Note: Reproduced from OJIN: The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing (used with permission)

Table 1: Topical Outline Health Promotion Program by Group Session.

Women learned simple exercises they could perform at home to tone and strengthen muscles.

The theoretical framework for the HPP was Social Cognitive Theory [20]. The program was designed to increase self-efficacy and personal goal setting related to the topics described above.

Setting and sample

To participate in KHARMA, women met the following eligibility criteria: a) female by birth; b) infected with HIV; c) prescribed antiretroviral medications; d) 18 years of age or older; e) English speaking; f) mentally stable as determined by a screening assessment; and g) willing to participate by completing five computerized assessments, use electronic drug monitoring caps, be randomly assigned and participate in either the Health Promotion or the Motivational Group.

Women were recruited from five HIV care sites in a large metropolitan Southeastern city. The primary site was a large infectious disease clinic that served over 4000 HIV-infected men, women, and children. Eligibility was assessed in person by KHARMA project staff. Potential participants would give KHARMA referral forms (which verified eligibility) signed by their provider to staff. Staff would then administer a screening assessment that tested potential participants for cognitive impairment and severe depressive symptoms and suicidal tendencies. Participants who had cognitive impairment that was determined to be severe were not eligible for the study. Those whose results showed severe depressive symptoms and/or suicidal ideations were immediately referred to mental health services and were able to be rescreened after receiving mental health care, usually in 2–3 weeks.

A total of 249 women were screened for the KHARMA Project, 207 (83%) of whom were eligible and completed baseline interviews. A total of 103 women were randomized to the HPP condition and 19 HPP groups were held over the study period. The sample for the current study was limited to 76 of the 103 participants from the HPP who received care at the primary site and had height data available in their medical record (needed for BMI calculation). The sample is smaller because height data was not available in all primary site participants’ medical records.

Measures

Measurements of weight, waist, and hips were taken and recorded on a data record form for each participant. The same tape measure and scale were used for all participants. The scale used in the study was calibrated regularly. KHARMA project staff were trained in how to take all measurements and inter rater reliability was calculated for...
waist and hip measures within 0.5 cm agreement between staff on two 'standardized' women prior to initiating the study participant measurements. BMI was calculated from height measurements obtained from medical records and recorded weights. The formula used for BMI calculations was derived from the standard imperial BMI formula (BMI kg/m² = weight in pounds / 703/ height in inches²) [21]. The formula used to calculate WHR was derived from standard waist to hip ratio formula (dividing waist circumference in inches/hip circumference in inches) [22].

### Data analysis

Data on the 76 HPP participants were entered into a database and SPSS statistical software version 17 was used for analyses. A one-way ANOVA test, a paired samples t, Pearson’s r correlations, and a Chi Square analysis of WHR and BMI measurements were conducted. Descriptive statistics including means, standard deviations, frequencies, and cross-tabulations were calculated to describe the sample. Significance levels were set at *p* = .05.

### Missing data

The sample size for the analysis for BMI and WHR was reduced due to missing data from participant's failure to attend a group session, a follow-up interview, or by having incomplete medical records (i.e., no height recorded). For these analyses only existing data was analyzed and numbers of participants (*n*) are reported for each analysis. We chose not to impute missing data. Because of the large numbers of missing data we felt it might misrepresent the sample (47.4% [n=36] of the participants lacked WHR and 61.8% [n=47] lacked BMI data).

### Results

**Sample**

Of the 76 participants 74 (97.4%) were African American. The average age at baseline was 44.5 years with a range of 23 to 68 years old. A description of the full sample is presented elsewhere [5].

**Weight**

We used national standard criteria set by the Centers for Disease Control to categorize women by BMI into underweight (< 18.5), normal weight (18.5 – 24.9), overweight (25.0-29.9) and obese (≥ 30.0) [23]. To categorize women based on the WHR we used the WHR calculator criteria, where a ratio of < 0.8 is low risk, 0.81 to 0.85 is moderate risk and ≥ 0.85 is high risk [22]. Frequency and percentages of women in each category pre- and post-intervention can be found in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Of the 76 women in the data set, 57 (75%) had a weight change at the completion of the program. Of those 57, 54 % (*n=31*) lost weight and 46 % (*n=26*) gained weight. The average weight lost was 9.98 pounds. The average weight gain was 12.4 pounds.

### BMI and WHR

BMI: A paired-sample *t*-test was calculated to compare the mean BMI measurements pre-intervention (group session 1) to the BMI measurements post intervention (furthest follow-up time point with data available) in 29 participants with available data. The mean BMI for the pre-intervention was 29.32 (SD=7.39) and the mean BMI for the post intervention was 29.99 (SD=8.04). There was a non-significant increase in BMI values from pre to post intervention (*t* (28) = -1.141, *p* = .13). With BMI means of 29.32 and 29.99 respectively, participants fall into the overweight category at all time points. Mean BMI values increased from pre-intervention to post intervention by 0.67.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was calculated on 11 participants (who had data for all time points) comparing BMI's at all four time points: group session 1, group session 8, follow-up 1 (2 weeks) and follow-up 4 (9 months). No significant differences in means at each time point was found (*F* (3, 30)) =1.421, *p* = .266): the means for group session 1 (*m*=31.07, *SD*=9.190), group session 8 (*m*=32.18, *SD*= 9.475), follow-up 1 (*m*= 32.27, *SD*= 9.952) and follow-up 4 (*m*= 32.08, *SD*= 9.685). Mean BMI values during all four time points were in the obese category being ≥ 30. Based on Pearson correlations, there was no significant correlation between age and BMI, however, there was a strong positive correlation between pre-intervention and post intervention BMI (*r* (20) = .876, *p* = .000). Participants’ BMI increased from pre-intervention to post intervention.

WHR: Similar to BMI, a paired-samples *t*-test was calculated to compare the mean WHR measurements pre-intervention time point to the WHR measurements post intervention time point on 40 participants who had data available. The means for the pre and post-intervention did not change (*p* =.024): 0.91 (*SD* = 0.066), 0.91 (*SD* = 0.063) respectively.

A one-way repeated measures ANOVA was calculated on 24 participants with data for all time points comparing WHRs at each of the four different time points with again, no significant changes found (*F* (3,69) = 0.454, *p* = 0.715). Calculated means at each time point (> 0.85) were in the high risk category. Similar to BMI, Pearson correlation showed no significant relationship between participant's age and WHR. A weak and significant correlation between pre-intervention and post intervention WHR was found (*r* (39) = 0.335, *p* = 0.016).

In order to determine if there were changes in risk category for the individual participant's WHR and BMI before and after the intervention, we conducted Chi square analyses to compare those categorized at group 1 vs. post-intervention (the furthest time point data was available for a participant). These time points were chosen because they contained the most available data. For BMI: eight participants remained in the normal weight category, one participant moved from overweight to normal weight, four remained in the overweight category, seven moved from overweight to obese category, and nine remained in the obese category (*n* = 29, *p* < 0.001). For WHR: one participant stayed in the low risk category, one moved from low to high risk, three moved from high into

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight Range (lbs)</th>
<th>0-10.9</th>
<th>11-20.9</th>
<th>21-30.9</th>
<th>31-40.9</th>
<th>41-50.9</th>
<th>≥ 51</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number (%) who Gained</td>
<td>18 (69%)</td>
<td>5 (19%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>1 (4%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number who Lost</td>
<td>22 (71%)</td>
<td>2 (6%)</td>
<td>4 (13%)</td>
<td>1 (3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (6%)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4:** Number (and Percent) of Participants Who Gained or Lost Weight in Pounds by the End of the Study (*n*=57).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHR Categories Pre and Post Intervention Using National Standards (<em>n</em>= 29)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-Intervention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** BMI Categories Pre and Post Intervention Using National Standards (*n*= 29)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHR Categories Pre and Post Intervention Using National Standards (<em>n</em>= 40)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-Intervention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** WHR Categories Pre and Post Intervention Using National Standards (*n*= 40).
the moderate risk category and 31 remained in the high risk category ($n = 40$, $p < 0.001$).

**Discussion**

We conducted a secondary analysis to determine the effects of a health promotion group intervention on outcomes of weight, BMI and WHR in 76 HIV-infected women who were prescribed antiretroviral therapy. The HPP was the control condition of a large behavioral clinical trial focused on promoting adherence to ART and use of risk reduction behaviors. Over the 9-month follow-up period, we found no significant decrease in anthropometric measurements in the HIV-infected women that attended the eight-session HPP. For each time point the majority of participants were classified as high risk category for WHR and obese category for BMI.

While examining the data, it was clear that attendance in group sessions and for follow-up assessments for this sample dropped by the time of the 9 month final follow-up. This attrition affected the sample size in subsequent analyses.

Mean WHR did not change over time: four participants improved their status, one worsened her status, and the remainder stayed the same. BMI values had a non-statistically significant mean increase of 0.67: eight women maintained normal weight, one improved to normal, seven participants worsened their status, and nine remained obese. There was a correlation between pre and post intervention values for both WHR and BMI.

The degree of cardiovascular risk based on WHR and BMI noted in this small middle aged sample of women on ART is a concern and warrants further investigation and more focused intervention. Anecdotally, these results are not surprising. During the group sessions women were provided healthy snack options. These items included fresh fruit, water, fruit juices, sandwiches and other healthy options. The women objected to these choices and lobbied strongly to have fried chicken, pizza and sodas. This demonstrates that changing one's life-long eating behavior requires additional culturally appropriate strategies and possibly more than an eight week time commitment.

The HPP was provided as an educational attention equivalent control condition and although it was based on strong framework of self-efficacy and sound evidence, it was very broad in focus and not designed to be a rigorous and focused program to reduce cardiovascular risk. The ‘dose’ as well as strategies related to weight loss, exercise and nutrition may not have been strong enough to promote behavior change. Also, it was not the primary focus of the project and consequently may have engendered lesser interest on the part of the researchers and participants. Longer and more focused interventions, such as the WISEWOMAN [17] and Physical Activity Intervention for Women [18] have been effective however these programs were not targeted to HIV-infected women. Fitch et al. demonstrated that lifestyle modification was sufficient to improve the intake of calories, saturated fats and fiber along with increasing physical activity improved waist circumference and blood pressure in HIV positive patients with metabolic syndrome [24].

Everyone that participated in the KHARMA Project was on ART, some participants were newer to medication than others, however the average time on ART was 6.8 years for the larger HPP control sample ($n=102$) and 6.1 years for the entire KHARMA sample. ART has been associated with side effects of body habitus changes such as lipodystrophy and increased abdominal girth [25]. Abdominal obesity was more prevalent in women compared to men with HIV diagnosis from 1 to 20 years [13]. The average duration of HIV in the HPP sample was 10.5 years.

This study had several limitations. The small sample size and predominance of African Americans can reduce the study's potential for generalizability to the broader population of HIV-infected women, though in the US, AA represent a disproportionate number of HIV-infected women. Other limitations included missing measurements data due to the women not being present for all of their scheduled groups and follow-ups and lack of height information in participant medical records. Measurement inconsistencies are another limitation. Although the same instruments were used throughout the study, error in scale calibration could have occurred. Additionally, participants clothing could have been an interference when measuring waist and hip circumference. Also, measurements that were taken on participants during their group sessions were not necessarily done by the same staff person for follow-up sessions.

**Conclusion**

In the US, obesity, a risk factor for CVD, is continuously increasing among the general population. Our data reflect a high level of obesity and high risk WHR in this sample of predominately African American HIV-infected women.

The HPP was a comprehensive eight session health education program targeted for HIV-infected women. It had multiple components, such as nutrition, exercise, women's health, stress reduction, and was implemented as an attention equivalent control condition. There were no significant improvements in anthropomorphic measures in HIV-infected women on ART who were randomized to that group. It should be revised and refocused to a more intense and targeted long term intervention, specifically tailored to the target group. Additions to the program should also address the issues of weight regain (relapse), accessibility to exercise equipment and nutritious healthy and culturally appropriate foods. Strategies such as motivational interviewing, which was a used in the KHARMA intervention to successfully promote adherence and use of some risk reduction behaviors [5] have also shown promise for healthy eating [26].

In the United States, ethnic minorities experience higher rates of obesity than do their white counterparts. Accompanying these higher rates of obesity is an increased prevalence of obesity-related diseases, such as CVD. Lifestyle and other factors can contribute negatively on the types of food that is purchased and consumed by this population. Circumstances such as these underscore the importance of finding effective weight management strategies to use with these groups. A potential resolution could be the use of lifestyle behavioral programs that focus on making gradual changes over time may offer the most promise for improvement, as short-term interventions have not been beneficial for weight loss with minority groups [27].
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